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Introduction
Inverse Cauchy problems refer to the class of inverse problems that take as inputs overdetermined conditions over a part of the boundary 1 (typically displacement and surface traction for elastic problems) in order to infer the solution and in particular boundary conditions at the remaining part of the boundary. Mathematical studies (existence, uniqueness and stability of the solution) gathered for instance by Isakov (1998) give a framework for practical methods. For example, Delvare et al. (2002) proposed an iterative boundary-element method for an inverse Cauchy problem related to the Laplace's equation. Marin and Lesnic (2004) proposed an inverse method based on fundamental solutions for the Cauchy problem in two dimensions related to isotropic elasticity, Andrieux and Baranger (2008) proposed an energy error-based method for 3D inverse Cauchy problems (both displacement and surface tractions are known for a part of the boundary and the remaining part should be determined), and Delvare et al. (2010) also proposed an iterative 3D inverse method for Cauchy problems. Liu (2008) developed an inverse method for the Laplace equation using overdetermined data on a part of a circle and recovering data on the remaining part. Moreover, concept of topological sensitivity is used by Bellis and Bonnet (2010) for identification of cavities from overdetermined data. In addition, Liu (2011) proposed an analytical method using Fredholm integral equation dedicated to the inverse Laplace equation in a plate. This paper presents an inverse Cauchy method (related to Lamé's equations) that interprets displacement measurements on a free surface of a cylindrical hole drilled under the surface of a finite cylinder (defined as "detecting roll" in the following). This work is theoretical and no real measurements are provided since the measurement system is not available, thus technical issues are not broached. Synthetic data are extracted from Finite Element simulations instead, in order to test the accuracy of the method. The paper focuses on the inverse method itself that gives as outputs the resultant forces per unit length along the axial direction applied in the contact between the detecting roll and a steel strip that wraps at a known angle around it, as shown basically in Figure 1 . Let Ω be the studied body (detecting roll). Ignoring flat edges of the latter, the boundary can be split into two parts ∂Ω = ∂Ω s ∪ ∂Ω i where ∂Ω s is the external surface and ∂Ω i the inner hole surface. The inverse problem solved in this paper is summarized as follows: finding displacement and stress fields (u, σ) such as:
on Ω,
where ϵ is the strain tensor, (λ, µ) the Lamé's coefficients, n the unit normal vector to the boundary and u m is the prescribed or measured displacements at the hole surface. Notations are listed in Table 1 . As a matter of fact, the contact angle between the strip and the roll is quite small (around 15
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• ) so the surface traction is rather sharp. Poor conditioning of this ill-posed problem with such a sharp loading makes impossible to evaluate accurately displacement and stress profiles at the surface of the roll, because the regularization level is very high (as detailed in Section 4). However, in this paper, the quantities of interest are not the complete displacement and stress fields (especially at the surface), but only the profile along the axial direction of the resultant forces per unit length of the contact pressure that takes place in the contact between the strip and the detecting roll. As detailed in following sections residual stress profile in the strip can be inferred from (2) and (3) on the basis of the presented inverse method. Short computation times are desired and a semi-analytical inverse method is proposed. In the field of semi-analytical inverse methods one can mention some works (elasticity and thermal problem) adapted for rolling process developed by Weisz-Patrault et al. (2011 , 2012a , 2013a ) in 2D and WeiszPatrault et al. (2013b , 2014b in 3D. Moreover thermal experimental studies partially dedicated to the design of the measurement system have been proposed on this basis by Weisz-Patrault et al. (2012b) ; Legrand et al. (2012 Legrand et al. ( , 2013 . However this paper deals with a more complicated shape (cylinder with a not centered hole). Nevertheless a semi-analytical solution is obtained by conformal mapping techniques. In the general field of inverse problems using conformal mapping techniques Kress (2012) proposed a unified review of some of his works related to the Laplace's equation where the geometry with an inclusion is unknown and determined by conformal mapping and Cauchy conditions (overdetermined conditions at the surface and simple condition in the inclusion). Hassen et al. (2010) extended this work to the case of small impedances and Haddar et al. (2013) extended recently the developed approach using conformal mapping techniques to inverse problems related to Helmholtz equation (inverse obstacle scattering for time-harmonic waves). This paper deals with Lamé's equation and the configuration is quite different, indeed the geometry is known and overdetermined conditions are prescribed at the inner hole surface, thus conformal mapping technique is used for simplifying the geometry and using some useful theorems about holomorphic functions as detailed in Section 3.
It is demonstrated that several 2D inverse calculations using conformal mapping techniques applied at different axial positions are sufficient for the purpose of determining resultant forces per unit length distribution at the surface of the detecting roll. Thus, a Möbius transformation is used to map the real geometry E ζ into an annulus (transformed geometry E ξ ) as shown in Figure 6 . Complex formalism proposed by Muskhelishvili (1953) is used and enables suitable introduction of conformal mapping. Thus an elegant semi-analytical solution to the presented inverse Cauchy problem is obtained. Weisz-Patrault et al. (2014a) published recently an extension in 3D of the classical elastic complex formalism using the 4D quaternionic algebra and the concept of monogenic functions (extension of holomorphy in the quaternionic algebra). Although Möbius transformations are still available in this extended formalism, the classical complex framework has been used for sake of simplicity and efficiency.
Applications
The inverse Cauchy problem introduced in Section 1 has a significant industrial application within the framework of rolling process. Indeed, flatness requirements for wider and thinner strips with harder grades tend to increase significantly in order to meet modern industrial needs. A general strategy of the steelmaking industry consists in selling less steel by reducing thickness and increasing material properties in order to remain competitive, for example for the automotive industry and packing. This becomes critical for rolling process of steel and aluminum. The difference between the incoming strip profile and the work roll deformed profile (due to bending and thermo-elastic deformations) results in heterogeneous plastic elongations in the strip that cause residual stresses. The complete mechanism is approached by numerical simulations that model the coupling between the thermo-elasto-visco-plastic behaviour of the strip and the thermo-elastic behavior of the roll and the post-bite buckling of the strip. For instance Abdelkhalek et al. (2011) proposed such a comprehensive model based on an older approach established by Hacquin (1996) .
The residual stress distribution on a strip section transversal to the rolling direction is called a flatness defect, which can be sufficiently compressive to cause local buckling. Manifest flatness defects consist in classical out of plane waves that can be observed in longitudinal, transverse or oblique directions considering which direction of the residual stress field is compressive. Thus, different types of flatness defects can be identified. However this paper focuses only on flatness defects where the residual stress profile consists in traction/compression according to the rolling direction e s . Longitudinal wrinkles (waves due to compressive residual stress according to the strip width direction e t ) are not broached in this contribution. Three major defects are taken into account: wavy edges or long edges (plastic elongations are more important at both edges), center buckle or long center (plastic elongations are more important at the center) and bad leveling (plastic elongations are more important at only one edge). Many optical methods quantify on-line manifest defects. Börchers and Gromov (2008) and Paakkari (1998) used respectively fringe projection and moiré techniques. Garcia et al. (2002) and Molleda et al. (2011) used laser based techniques. Molleda et al. (2013) gives a significant review of flatness measurement systems and especially for optical methods.
However, during rolling process traction is applied to the strip. Thus, compressive parts of residual stresses can be compensated and defects remain not visible (no apparent buckling) on the production line. The flatness defect is called latent in this case, because the strip can therefore buckle after the traction is released (i.e. when the coil is unrolled). This paper is an attempt to detect in real time such latent flatness defects during the process. Optical methods are based on geometrical measurements and cannot measure directly residual stress profiles. Contact methods are suitable for such latent defects.
An intensive work has been done in this field and numerous patented industrial solutions are commonly used with a close-loop control that adapts the rolling parameters in real time when an estimation of flatness defects is measured. For all these solutions a detecting roll (also called tensiometer, shapemeter, stressometer etc...) is used to measure the residual stress profile when the strip wraps at a known angle around it, as shown in Figure 2 . The initial principle proposed by Sivilotti (1969); Miihlberg (1971); Berger et al. (1983) was to divide the detecting roll into several slices or channels that measure independently the resultant force denoted by F j where j ∈ {1; ...; N c } is the channel index and N c is the number of channels. A transducer is fully embedded inside each slice. The delivered signal of each channel is proportional to the corresponding force, which is therefore directly inferred. Channel widths vary between 52 and 18 mm. Investigations and patented systems tend to limit the risk of scratching the strip such as the works of Kipping et al. (2000) ; Dahlberg and Jonsson (2006) ; Yang et al. (2012) . Basically these solutions consist in using a continuous detecting roll not divided into independent slices, several pressure sensors are embedded into the roll underneath the surface. Different kinds of transducers have been used: magnetostrictive sensor by Dahlberg and Jonsson (2006); Guodong (2004) , piezzoelectric sensors by Berger et al. (1991) ; Bingqiang et al. (2009) or Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) by Faure and Malard (2004) . Signal interpretation being based on experimental calibration, sensors are sufficiently distant from one to another so that a punctual force at the surface of the detecting roll (with radial alignment with a sensor) does not activate the other sensors. A decorrelated signal is therefore obtained and the interpretation of experimental data is fairly easy, each sensor delivers a signal proportional to the resultant force considered on a fictive channel corresponding to the distance between two successive sensors. Thus the spatial resolution is also limited (around 20 mm). Since thin strips are considered, all authors assume for practical solution that shear stress in the strip is negligible compared with traction along the rolling direction so that one can consider strip channels independent and a trivial (string) equilibrium gives the resultant traction along the rolling direction T j (in the j-th strip channel) directly proportional to the measured resultant force F j as shown in Figure 3 :
where α is the wrapping angle known by geometrical considerations. Thus, there is equivalence between the resultant force profile at the surface of the detecting roll and the residual stress profile in the strip:
where e is the strip thickness and l j the j-th strip channel width. Thus, contact methods that evaluate the resultant forces per unit length profile in the contact between the strip and the detecting roll enable the estimation of the residual stress profile in the strip according to the rolling direction e s . However, spatial resolution limitations lead to uncertainties near strip edges. Indeed, very local residual stresses are predicted by numerical simulations of the rolling process for instance in the model proposed by Abdelkhalek et al. (2011) based on Hacquin (1996) . Therefore there is a risk of undetected over-traction at strip edges leading to fracture or very local compression leading to buckling with short wave length (around 1 mm) as shown in principle in Figure 4 . This paper aims at developing an alternative approach based on an inverse method. Current detecting rolls (tensiometers, stressometers etc...) measure directly at several axial positions the resultant forces (mean value over strip channel widths) by means of experimental calibration. The main idea of this paper is to develop an inverse method instead of direct calibration in order to overcome the spatial resolution limitation difficulty and to control the residual stress distribution at strip edges. To do so, the method interprets displacement measurements on the traction free surface of the axial hole made under the surface of the detecting roll, as shown in Figure 1 . The idea is that a free hole surface emphasizes displacements and is accessible for measurements. Thus, displacements u m x and u m y (m meaning measured), at the free hole surface are assumed to be accessible via a suitable measurement system. The technical solution is not developed here and the paper constitutes a motivation to adapt displacement measurement techniques, in order to measure displacements in a cylindrical hole.
As mentioned, this paper focuses on theoretical aspects only, technical issues are not broached and the measurement system is not available. Thus synthetic data extracted from Finite Element simulations are provided instead of real measurements. The aim is to encourage further technical developments of the measurement device. The choice of measuring displacements is motivated by the fact that very small devices exist, such as captive probes. Therefore the spatial resolution could be significantly improved. Moreover, capacitive probes can be used in harsh environment, which is suitable for real industrial conditions. Furthermore, vibrations that occur on the manufacturing line generate rigid body motions. Thus the measurement system should be fixed to the detecting roll so that independent vibrations are avoided and the same rigid body motions affect both the measurement system and the detecting roll in order to limit vibration effects.
The contact angle between the strip and the detecting roll can be controlled and kept constant with positioning rolls as presented in Figure 5 . A backup roll also enables to avoid significant bending. The detecting roll has a rotation speed between 1 cycle per second and 10 cycles per second. In principle the inverse method could work at any time during the roll rotation, but in practice when the hole is not roughly aligned with the contact between the strip and the roll, the amplitude of displacements is very low and conditioning of the inverse Cauchy problem becomes critical. Displacement amplitude clearly reaches a maximum when the hole passes under the contact. Therefore this position is optimal for interpreting measurements with the inverse method. Thus, this inverse method is applied once for each cycle of the detecting roll. So the residual stress profile in the strip is not evaluated continuously but at several positions along the rolling direction e s according to the circumference of the detecting roll. Since flatness defects spread over a few meters along the rolling direction, a radius of 200 mm (circumference around 1.26 m) is a consistent design. Furthermore, since measurements are done only once during each cycle, an uneven rotation speed does not affect the inverse method (which would be the case if measurements were recorded all along the cycle). 
Inverse method
The inverse method presented in this paper relies on two-dimensional elastic inverse calculations, applied several times at different axial positions. Each section is solved under plane strain assumption. This is justified by the fact that the detecting roll is much wider than the strip, thus even at strip edges the detecting roll is locally almost infinite, thus the plane strain assumption is well verified. The real geometry E ζ of each section is a disk of radius R s (s meaning surface) with a not centered hole of radius R i (i meaning internal). Let b denote the distance between the hole center and the roll center as shown in Figure 6 (left). For sake of simplicity, the inverse method is detailed without notation that specifies the axial position of the section, however the inverse method is applied several times at different axial positions and estimates the profile along the axial direction of resultant forces per unit length characterizing the contact between the strip and the roll or equivalently the profile of residual traction in the strip according to the rolling direction. Complex formalism due to Muskhelishvili (1953) is used, stress and displacement fields are related to two holomorphic potentials ϕ 0 and ψ 0 2 :
Conditions of the inverse Cauchy problem are written at the hole surface ∂Ω i , which is thus described by a complex variable t i such as 
The general inverse Cauchy problem (1) reduces for each axial position (considered as a 2D problem) to (4) and (5). The first and second equations of (5) correspond respectively to free surface traction and measured displacements (inputs of the inverse method) at the hole surface. The difference between a classical well-posed direct problem and an inverse Cauchy problem is that for the direct problem displacement or surface traction (not both) are imposed on the whole boundary (roll surface and inner hole surface) and for the ill-posed inverse Cauchy problem both displacement and surface traction are imposed only at the inner hole surface. Thus, the inverse Cauchy problem reduces to seek two holomorphic potentials ϕ 0 and ψ 0 on E ζ that verify (5). Then displacement and stress fields are inferred from (4) especially at the surface of the roll, therefore the resultant forces per unit length is easily computed. The purpose of all following developments is to seek efficiently ϕ 0 and ψ 0 holomorphic on E ζ that verify (5). A well-known method useful for solving elastic problems with simple shapes is to expand both holomorphic potentials into power series. Indeed, all holomorphic functions admit an expansion into powers series on disks and annuli (with positive powers only on disks and with both positive and negative powers on annuli). A Möbius transformation ω such as ω −1 maps the real domain E ζ (disk with a not centered hole) into E ξ an annulus of unit external radius and internal radius r i < 1 (i meaning internal), is introduced:
2 Holomorphy of ϕ 0 and ψ 0 is guaranteed because there is no resultant force applied on the hole, but ϕ ′ 0 and ψ ′ 0 are always holomorphic as exposed by Lu (1995) Parameters a and r i are completely determined by the real geometry (i.e. R s , R i and b). Indeed it is well known that Möbius transformations map circles to circles, thus both conditions specifying that the circle of radius R s is transformed into the circle of radius 1 and the not centered circle of radius R i is transformed into the centered circle of radius r i completely determine r i and a.
Conformal mapping ω is holomorphic such as ω ′ (ξ) 0 (for all ξ ∈ E ξ ). Thus, ϕ and ψ defined by (7) are holomorphic on E ξ . Moreover the hole surface parameterized by t i such as |t i − b| = R i is transformed into the circle of radius r i parameterized by τ i such as |τ i | = r i . Thus, measured displacements g 0 (t i ) are transformed into g(τ i ) as defined by (8).
By introducing holomorphic functions ϕ and ψ into (5), inverse conditions expressed in the transformed geometry are obtained:
The inverse Cauchy problem is therefore reduced to seek two holomorphic potentials ϕ and ψ on the annulus E ξ such as (9) is verified. This simple transformed shape is suitable for finding a solution, because holomorphic functions can be expanded into a Laurent series, which is not the case in the disk with a not centered hole.
Hence, after basic manipulations on (9):
The potential ϕ is expanded into a Laurent series (power series with both positive and negative powers), because it is holomorphic on the annulus E ξ :
An analogous form is sought for g(τ i ) so that coefficients ϕ k and ϕ * k can be identified by using (10). Measured displacements g(τ i ) can be expanded into a Fourier series. Let τ i = r i exp(iθ i ) where θ i denotes the angular position as shown in Figure 6 . Measured displacements parameterized with θ i are abusively noted by g(θ i ), thus:
with the expression of the Fourier coefficients, which can be computed numerically with fast integration techniques using Fast Fourier Transform (fft) algorithms:
Thus:
Where:
By re-writting the first equation of (10):
Both equations are divided by 2iπ(τ i − ξ) and integrated over the circle of radius r i by considering ξ alternatively inside or outside the disk of radius r i : 1 2iπ
Therefore (16) can be re-written as follows:
Hence by identification:
By re-writing the second equation of (10), it is sufficient to chose ψ(ξ) as the following holomorphic function on E ξ :
A straightforward calculation gives:
Thus ϕ(ξ) and ψ(ξ) are known as a function of the Fourier coefficients of the displacements at the hole surface. Stress and displacement fields in the whole detecting roll and especially at the surface are evaluated directly in the transformed geometry as follows:
Only the resultant of surface traction is sought. Points of the roll surface in the real geometry E ζ are denoted by t s such as |t s | = R s , hence t s = R s exp(iφ s ) where φ s is the angular position. Thus, the normal vector is n = cos(φ s )e x + sin(φ s )e y . Surface traction denoted by T = T x e x + T y e y is:
In the transformed geometry, points of the roll surface are denoted by τ s such as |τ s | = 1, hence τ s = exp(iθ s ) where θ s is the angular position. Resultant forces are obtained by integrating surface traction. Since each section is self-equilibrated at the surface of the detecting roll (free surface traction being imposed at the hole surface), the integration over the whole circle [−π, π] gives zero. In order to obtain the resultant force corresponding to the contact between the strip and the roll, the integration is computed in the real geometry over [ −φ 0 , φ 0 ] where φ 0 is the half contact angle. With the parameters chosen in this paper and listed in Table 2 numerical values are φ 0 ≃ 6.78
• or 0.12 rad. This 13.56
• contact angle is ensured with the system presented in Figure 5 . Since integration in the transformed geometry is wanted, one can introduce θ 0 corresponding to the half contact angle in the transformed geometry. Thus by using (6) and parameters listed in Table 2 , θ 0 ≃ 1.92 rad or 110
• . Therefore, following expressions are obtained for the resultant forces:
Hence, by plugging (23) in (24):
Conformal mapping (6) gives:
By differentiation of (26):
Resultant forces are obtained as an integral over [−θ 0 , θ 0 ] in the transformed geometry:
The system (22) is evaluated at the roll surface (i.e. for ξ = τ s with |τ s | = 1):
Finally by introducing
:
By using (11) and (6) surface traction (30) becomes:
Finally the resultant forces per unit length profile (along the axial direction z) is obtained by analytical integration:
4. Validation
Long edge defect
All inverse methods are ill-posed as defined among others by Isakov (1998) . Most of the time the stability condition is not fulfilled, that is to say that arbitrary small errors on the inputs of the inverse method lead to arbitrary large errors on the outputs. In Section 3, since analytical solution is developed, ill-posedness can be identified clearly. Indeed, 0 < r i < 1 so 1/r k i goes to infinity when k goes to infinity. Fourier coefficients (13) are computed from measured displacements with a given accuracy, so errors are amplified by 1/r k i in (15). An other source of instability is factors such as 1/(1 − a 2 ) in (31), because in practice |a| is very close to 1 as it can be seen in Table 2 and so 1/(1 − a 2 ) becomes very large. Thus, regularization that stabilizes the solution is needed. The presented inverse method uses expansions into series, therefore the regularization simply consists in truncating the sums. This paper aims at developing an inverse method for potential industrial purposes, and it has been discussed in Section 2 that only the resultant forces per unit length profile along the axial direction is needed and not the detailed pressure repartition in the contact. This weak information can be obtained with very few terms in the sum as shown in Figure 13 (convergence is reached with 3 terms). This is very convenient mainly because stability is guaranteed (keeping only very few terms in the sum is a very strong regularization) and the truncation number has not to be studied during the inversion procedure, no additional algorithm has to be developed. The criterion of truncation (3 terms) is the same for noisy inputs because in this case the regularization level is very high even without noise.
This section aims at evaluating numerically 3 the accuracy of the inverse Cauchy solution proposed in Section 3. Thus, the direct problem that provides the inputs for the inverse method is solved with FEM using Cast3m a free source software developed by CEA (2011). However, the purpose is not to build a comprehensive direct numerical simulation of the contact problem between the strip with a prescribed residual stress profile and the detecting roll. In this paper, the strip is not modeled in order to avoid long iterative non-linear contact problem. Prescribed resultant forces per unit length profiles (denoted by F p (z)) that represent the contact are imposed at the detecting roll surface so that linear FE simulations are obtained. Cubic elements are used, the mesh is presented in Figure 7 and model parameters are listed in Table 2 . Boundary conditions for the direct FE simulation are: the centers of flat edges of the detecting roll are blocked and the prescribed contact pressure is applied at the roll surface with radial alignment with the hole center and the same pressure is applied at the diametrically opposite position in order to model the backup roll, as shown in Figure 5 . This simple direct problem is sufficient to evaluate the quality of the presented inverse method. 
The influence of not modeling the strip is evaluated by considering two different contact pressures having the same resultant forces per unit length denoted by F p (z). It is shown that the method does not depend on the detailed contact repartition but only on the resultant forces per unit length F p (z). Since the inverse method enables to evaluate the resultant forces per unit length regardless of real local contact repartitions, the residual stress profile in the strip is available with (2) and (3) without modeling the contact and the strip. The relationship between the resultant forces per unit length and the residual stress profile in the strip is obtained by simple string equilibrium of the strip, which holds only if shear stress is negligible in the strip. This latter condition is satisfied because very thin strips are considered.
The two different contact pressures having the same resultant forces per unit length are denoted in the following by "quadratic conditions" and "constant conditions" because the local pressure repartitions are respectively quadratic or constant with respect to the circumferential direction as shown in Figure 8 . Very similar results (evaluation of the resultant forces per unit length profile along the axial direction) are obtained for both conditions. Equations (2) and (3) give a relationship between the resultant forces per unit length and the residual stress profile in the strip. Thus, the prescribed resultant forces per unit length profile F p (z) (shown in Figure 9a ) is set so that it corresponds to a 1 mm thick strip presenting a symmetric long edges defect as shown in Figure 9b . Figure 10 . In order to be consistent with a possible measurement system only a few points (around 10) are considered for the inputs for the inverse method as show in Figure 11 . Then the inverse method presented in this paper is applied at each axial position of the mesh. Since symmetric pressures are applied with respect to the circumferential direction F y = 0, thus F x is compared with F p and the accuracy of the method is determined by the mean value of relative errors along the axial direction:
Measurements are carried out practically with noise. In order to evaluate noise sensitivity, random numbers are added to the inputs. Capacitive probes have a very high resolution and can measure variations of displacements under 1 nm. Thus, three levels of noise are considered, with respective amplitude 0.01µm (which corresponds to 10 times the resolution of capacitive probes), 0.1 µm (100 times the resolution) and 0.3 µm (300 times the resolution). Examples of noisy inputs are given in Figure 12 . Results without and with noise are presented in Figure 14 and quantified errors are listed in Table 3 . Results are satisfying for the two first noise conditions, but the method fails for the third one (amplitude 0.3 µm). The measurement system should be designed such as the level of noise does not exceed 0.1 µm. The method converges with only 3 terms in the sums as demonstrated in Figure 13 . This truncation number is the same for noisy inputs since it corresponds to a strong regularization.
Model parameters, listed in Table 2 , have been chosen in order to be consistent with rolling process dimensions such as strip width, thickness, roll radius and length. The hole dimension has been set so that it seems technically possible to drill the hole under the roll surface. The inversion quality depends on the detecting roll design parameters. A convenient design is presented in this Section. Different designs are also studied in Section 5, where parameter b is varying from 148 mm to 138 mm. Sensitivity with respect to geometrical parameters are therefore highlighted. 
Long center defect
A second numerical example is given where the prescribed resultant forces per unit length F p (z) correspond to a long center defect in the strip as presented in Figure 15 . As mentioned the relationship between the resultant forces per unit length and the residual stress profile in the strip is given by (2) and (3). Both quadratic and constant local contact pressures are tested. Displacements extracted from the FE simulation at the hole surface are presented at several axial positions in Figure 16 . Then, 10 points are taken into account in these displacements as presented in Figure 11 . Measurement noise sensitivity is investigated alike in the previous section for long edges defects, thus three level of noise are considered (0.01 µm, 0.1 µm and 0.3 µm). Noisy inputs are similar to those presented in Figure 12 . Finally, reconstructions of resultant forces per unit length along the axial direction are presented in Figure 17 for both quadratic and constant conditions, without and with noise on the inputs. Error estimates are given in Table 4 . Similar results to the long edges defect conditions are obtained. Noise amplitudes under 0.1 µm do not compromise the method. 
Parametric study
In this section a parametric study with respect to the position of the hole center b is presented in order to highlight geometrical constrains. The parameter b is varying from 148 mm (alike in Section 4) to 138 mm. Thus, several FE computations have been performed with geometrical and mechanical parameters listed in Table 5a and five different values of b listed in Table 5b . It is clear that the method quality is a compromise between the amplitude of displacements at the hole surface and the parameters r i and a as mentioned at the beginning of Section 4. When b decreases, r i and a also decrease. There is a regularization effect due to the fact that a becomes more and more different from 1, which reduces the instability due to factors 1/(1 − a 2 ). This latter regularization competes with the fact that the amplitude of displacements at the hole surface decreases which tends to degrade the integrals quality of (13) and increase errors amplitudes. Displacements at the hole surface are presented in Figure 18 at the axial position z = −385 mm for the five values of b. In the meanwhile r i decreases, thus errors are amplified by 1/r k i which becomes greater and greater when b decreases, however since the sums are truncated at only three terms this latter instability effect is not prevailing. Results for the same long edges defect as presented in Section 4 for quadratic conditions are presented in Figure 19 and errors are listed in Table 6 , for both conditions without noise and with perturbed inputs with 0.1 µm amplitude. Accuracy decreases and noise sensitivity increases rapidly when b decreases. It is reasonable for this set of design parameters to fix b = 148 mm in order to ensure a good reconstruction quality. 
Conclusion
A semi-analytical inverse method based on complex plane elasticity and conformal mapping techniques has been developed and tested by numerical examples. Application of this inverse method to latent flatness defect detection during rolling process has been considered (long edges and long center defects have been tested). Consistent quantity is evaluated (resultant forces per unit length profile along the axial position) in order to infer residual stress profile in steel strips. Good accuracy is observed and the added noise under 0.1 µm amplitude (which corresponds to 100 times the resolution of capacitive probes) does not compromise the method. This work encourages further technical developments for a feasible measurement system dedicated to the aimed application.
In this paper a Möbius transformation has been used, but more generally the same principles can be used for other geometries and other conformal mappings. The key point is the Riemann mapping theorem that ensures that one can transform any plane geometry simply or doubly-connected into a disk or an annulus respectively. Thus (9) arises for the inverse Cauchy problem where displacements and surface tractions are known on the internal or external surface. Therefore by adding both equations of (9) one holomorphic potential is directly identified, then the other one is obtained. Thus semi-analytical inverse solution can be established, alike the presented developments.
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